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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to present a novel approach for trajectory tracking of UAVS. Research on unmanned aircraft is constantly
improving the autonomous flight capabilities of these vehicles to provide performance needed to use them in even more complex tasks. The UAV
path planner (PP) plans the best path to perform the mission. This is a waypoint sequence that is uploaded on the flight management system
providing reference to the aircraft guidance, navigation and control system (GNCS). The UAV GNCS converts the waypoint sequence in guidance
references for the flight control system (FCS) that, in turn, generates the command sequence needed to track the optimum path.
Design/methodology/approach – A new guidance system (GS) is presented in this paper, based on the graph search algorithm kinematic A� (KA�).
The GS is linked to a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) system that tracks the reference path, solving online (i.e. at each sampling time)
a finite horizon (state horizon) open loop optimal control problem with genetic algorithm (GA). The GA finds the command sequence that minimizes
the tracking error with respect to the reference path, driving the aircraft toward the desired trajectory. The same approach is also used to
demonstrate the ability of the guidance laws to avoid the collision with static and dynamic obstacles.
Findings – The tracking system proposed reflects the merits of NMPC, successfully accomplishing the task. As a matter of fact, good tracking
performance is evidenced, and effective control actions provide smooth and safe paths, both in nominal and off-nominal conditions.
Originality value – The GNCS presented in this paper reflects merits of the algorithms implemented in the GS and FCS. As a matter of fact, these
two units work efficiently together providing fast and effective control to avoid obstacles in flight and go back to the desired path. KA� was
developed from graph search algorithms. Maintaining their simplicity, but improving their search logics, it represents an interesting solution for
online replanning. The results show that the GS uploads the collision avoidance path continuously during flight, and it obtains straightforward the
reference variables for the FCS, thanks to the KA� model.
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1. Introduction
The guidance, navigation and control system (GNCS) acts on
the unmanned aircraft to steer it toward the mission path.
Platform and mission characteristics, payload and reference
scenario drive the GNCS complexity made up of different
subsystems interacting together. These subsystems for an
unmanned fixed-wing vehicle are the navigation system (NS),
the guidance system (GS) and the flight control system (FCS),
as shown in Figure 1. The sense and avoid system (S&A-S)
completes the architecture providing information about
obstacles to GS along the path. This architecture strongly
simplifies the real GNCS complexity, neglecting many other
subsystems such as the health monitoring and failure
management units, and also any payload management systems
that are the basic components of any GNCS for UAVs.
Different GSs and FCSs have been developed that exploit a
wide range of techniques, providing encouraging results.
However, control systems able to optimize aircraft

performance are desirable to guide the vehicle over complex
trajectories and, in turn, face challenging mission tasks.

The best path to perform the mission is planned with the
path planner (PP), and it is uploaded on the GNCS, providing
references for the aircraft guidance. The GS merges the
optimum-waypoint sequence with information coming from
NS and S&A-S to generate the right references to the FCS. In
this work, an innovative GS for trajectory tracking and
collision avoidance is presented together with an advanced
FCS. These systems work by linking kinematic references
related to the desired aircraft positions with its dynamic
behaviors, to follow the desired path, avoiding unpredicted
obstacles. NS and S&A-S are assumed to provide exact
information about the aircraft flight data and about the aircraft
and obstacle position. Any noise or error on sensors has been
introduced inside the control loop, and the real NS and
S&A-S models have not been considered here. This is a strong
simplification which, in turn, allows to neglect some issues
linked to trajectory tracking and collision avoidance of real
UAVs; however, this is a preliminary investigation that needs
further development to face these problem complexities.

The GS described here exploits a graph search algorithm
named kinematic A� (KA�, De Filippis and Guglieri, 2012) to
generate the reference parameters for the FCS. Assuming to
receive from PP a sequence of waypoints representing the
optimum path, KA� converts these discrete information in a
continuous sequence of speed, heading and climb commands,
exploited with the FCS to control the UAV. Also, whether the
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S&A-S provides information about an unpredicted obstacle
along the path, KA� is exploited to replan locally the path to
avoid the obstacle. Graph search algorithms were developed
for computer science to find the shortest path between the two
nodes of connected graphs. The A� algorithm was developed
between the 1950s and the 1970s, explicitly oriented to
motion-robotics (Hart et al., 1968). It improved the graph
search logic of the previous methods, adding a heuristic
component to the cost function. However, to avoid obstacles
on the map, fixed position of obstacles was assumed. This is a
logical assumption for many planning problems, but
represents a limit when robots move in unknown
environments. This problem excited research on algorithms
able to face map modifications during path execution.
Dynamic replanning with graph search algorithms was
introduced. D� (Dynamic A�) was published in 1993 (Stentz,
1993), and it represents the evolution of A� for replanning. D�

focused was the evolution of D�, published by the same
authors and developed to improve its characteristics (Stentz,
1995). Then research on dynamic replanning brought the
development of lifelong planning A� and D� Lite (Koenig and
Likhachev 2001; Koenig and Likhachev 2002). Another
important drawback of A� and the entire dynamic algorithms
resides on heading constraints connected with the graph
structure. Different approaches were developed to cope with
this problem, based on post-processing algorithms or on
improvements of the graph-search logic. Important examples
are Field D� (Ferguson and Stentz 2006) and Theta� (Nash
et al., 2007). The aircraft kinematics is not included into the
problem formulation of any graph-search method known to
the authors. Conversely, UAVs are flying drones with
kinematic and dynamic constraints that affect the shape of the
paths they fly. KA� implements the graph search logic to
generate feasible paths, introducing basic kinematic
constraints to drive the search. This algorithm has been
implemented and tested as PP in previous works (De Filippis
and Guglieri 2012). In this paper, a new application is
described, where KA� is used as GS of a simple GNCS to
generate collision avoidance maneuvers in flight. Assuming to
generate the mission path (working as reference path) with an
off-line PP and to load the desired waypoint sequence on the
GNCS, the KA�-based GS considers this sequence as the
desired path, avoiding obstacles with safe trajectories that steer
the aircraft back to this path.

The architecture presented here is completed with the FCS
that receives heading, climb and speed information coming
from KA� to generate the command sequence required to
track the desired path. The FCS described here is a nonlinear
model predictive control (NMPC) that finds each time step
the optimum command with genetic algorithm (GA). In the
last decades, wide research has been done on receding horizon
control techniques (Garcia et al. 1989) to cope with the
following:
● intrinsically nonlinear dynamic systems;
● high-quality requirements; and
● growing use of robotic systems in any working division.

Sprinkle et al. (2004) presented an NMPC system applied to
trajectory tracking for pursuit/evasion games between two
fixed-wing UAVs. In this paper, NMPC is exploited on the
“planning” level. In other words, an optimal trajectory is
provided to the autopilot to perform collision avoidance. On
the other hand, in our architecture this control technique
works at lower level, generating the optimal commands to
track the parameters provided with KA� and, in turn, the
reference path. Kang et al. (2009) implemented an interesting
NMPC system to cope with trajectory tracking problems.
They designed a high-level tracking controller for a small
fixed-wing UAV, and they studied close-loop stability
extracting some performance properties of the control
strategy, adding an outer loop to the inner control loop.
Whether theoretical and mathematical support is fundamental
to convert a simple problem-solving approach in a deeper
investigation able to provide general concepts on this control
technique, this approach to the problem requires
simplifications that could mismatch with a real
implementation problem.

The NMPC presented here exploits genetic optimization to
solve the control problem; this is another contribution with
respect to other applications of this method to trajectory
tracking. The flight management system solves a nonlinear
optimal control problem in real time with two concurring
objectives: tracking the path provided with KA� and avoiding
unpredicted obstacles detected with the S\&A system. The GA
implemented on the FCS finds the optimum command over a
wide and complex solution space due to the nonlinear
problem formulation.

2. Guidance system
The GS here proposed exploits KA� (De Filippis and Guglieri
2012) to provide heading, climb and speed profiles to the
FCS. This algorithm is derived from classic graph search
methods, and it generates the optimum path with the same
approach. Having chosen an initial and final position, the best
path is obtained iteratively, summing up successive
movements from the starting waypoint to the final one. Using
the initial position of the UAV (given by the PP) as the initial
condition, the algorithm integrates the equations of motion in
(equation (1)) over a constant time horizon, obtaining a set
of new positions and kinematic configurations of the
UAV. Evaluating a cost function Fij over each new position/
configuration, the one associated with the minimum value of
Fij is chosen. The process is repeated, generating a new set of

Figure 1 Basic GNCS architecture
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positions and choosing the best one, to reach the target
waypoint (given by the PP).

The model used to generate the set of new positions is a
simple kinematic model of the vehicle, where movements are
constrained with minimum turn radius and maximum rate of
climb:

�Ẋ � V · cos(�) · cos(�max · w)

Ẏ � V · sin��� · cos��max · w�
Ż � �V · sin��max · w�

�̇ �
V · cos��max · w�

R
· u

(1)

The model is a set of four differential equations describing the
aircraft motion in the ground reference frame (G frame,
Figure 2). (X, Y, Z) is the position vector, the two angles (�
and �) are, respectively, the angle between the X-axis and the
projection of the speed vector (V, constant in magnitude) on
the X-Y plane and the angle between the speed vector and its
projection on the X-Z plane. The command variable w (�1 �
w � 1) controls the climb angle between its minimum and
maximum values coincident with �max. The second command
u (�1 � u � 1) on the other hand controls the turn speed with
respect to the minimum turn radius R.

Starting from the initial waypoint, the model in equation (1)
is integrated over a constant time horizon, and the new
position associated with minimum Fij is chosen. Choosing the
smaller value of Fij, the algorithm selects the new state that
reduces distance from the target and from the current state.
This is the typical greedy approach that characterizes graph
search algorithms. At each step (j), the algorithm generates a
set of possible movements (i) from the current state. To obtain
these new positions, two sets of values from �1 to 1 are
assigned to u and w. They are assumed to remain constant
over the integration horizon of the equations in equation (1),
and they are used to generate the corresponding set of new
positions. When the possible movements are obtained, KA�

evaluates Fij for each one of them, and it chooses the one with
the smaller value of Fij. The cost function is made of two
terms:

Fij � min
i

[(H� ij
T · � · H� ij) � �G� ij

T · 	 · G� ij�] (2)

S0 and ST are, respectively, the starting and target states. H
represents the cost to go, and it is the distance between the
new state (Xi ,Yi, Zi) and the target (XT,YT, ZT). On the other
hand, G is the cost to come of classic graph search
algorithms – the distance between the current state (SC) with
position coordinates (Xc ,Yc, Zc) and the new state. Gain
matrices � and 	 are diagonal matrices used to weight state
variables tuning their influence on Fij:

H� ij � �XT � Xi

YT � Yi

ZT � Zi

(3)

G� ij � �Xi � XC

Yi � YC

Zi � ZC

(4)

� � ��X 0 0
0 �Y 0
0 0 �Z

� (5)

	 � �	X 0 0
0 	Y 0
0 0 	Z

� (6)

Assuming to receive from PP a waypoint sequence
representing the set of positions in space the UAV has to cross
during flight (dashed line in Figure 2), the GS (running at
1 Hz) receives the position of an unpredicted obstacle from the
S&A-S and the current aircraft position from the NS.
Exploiting this information and imposing a constant obstacle
separation, it generates a new path (dash-dot line in Figure 2)
to avoid the obstacle going back to the reference path provided
by the PP. The mission path is obtained off-line, using KA� as
PP (De Filippis and Guglieri 2012), while the avoidance path
is generated in real-time providing to KA� the current UAV
position as the initial condition and a waypoint on the mission
path as target position, far from the obstacle. The mission path
is obtained running off-line KA� to obtain a waypoint
sequence with the related references for the FCS from the start
to target. This path is locally updated online to avoid
unpredicted obstacles, running KA� from the current
waypoint the UAV is flying to another one of the mission
paths, avoiding the obstacle in between.

Together with the path, KA� provides the reference
exploited with the FCS to control the UAV. In nominal
conditions, KA� generates the sequence of states (i.e. position
vector, heading and climb angle) required to guide the aircraft
from the starting to the target waypoint. When an unpredicted
obstacle is detected, the GS replans the path (as shown in
Figure 3) to avoid collision and going back to the reference
path when the obstacle is avoided. As a matter of fact, during
flight the GS provides to the FCS the sequence of aircraft
cruise speed V and angles � and � as the reference variables
required to find the commands that drive the UAV toward the
desired path.

Figure 2 Example of collision avoidance path generated with the GS
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3. Flight control system

The FCS is implemented through NMPC that acts solving
a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem in
real-time. NMPC predicts future aircraft state variables
over the fixed prediction horizon trying to reduce the error
between predicted and desired speed, heading and climb
angles. For each time step, a receding fraction of speeds and
angles is extracted by the full sequence generated with KA�.
This set is provided to NMPC as reference over the
prediction horizon. NMPC finds the optimal command
trying to reduce the error between the desired and the
actual speed and angles. The FCS runs faster than the GS
(40 Hz). At each time step, a sequence of optimal
commands that solve the optimization problem is found.
The first of these commands is applied to the aircraft, while
the others are discarded. Then the optimization is repeated
for the next time step.

3.1. Optimal control problem
The cost function is the function minimized with the optimal
commands. This function characterizes the problem
containing variables that represent the optimization task. A
classical quadratic function made of two terms has been
selected here:
1 Output error: this term evaluates the error between the

reference state and the predicted one, and it is the term
where predicted states are compared with the one
provided by KA�.

2 Command: this term evaluates the command variation
required to perform the optimal maneuver. This concept
is explained further.

The cost function (J) depends from the initial outputs
measured with sensors at each time-step (Y(0) � Y0) and
from a predicted control sequence (U�). The initial output
then is represented by some real flight variables provided with
the sensors and indicating with (�) the predicted variables over
the prediction horizon (Tp) the optimization problem is to
find:

min
(Ȳ0,Ū�)

J � min
(Ȳ0,Ū�)

�
j�0

j�Tp

[(Ŷ� �T(j)· Q ·Ŷ� �(j)) � (Û� �T(j) · R · Û� �(j))]

(7)

with:

Ŷ� ��j� � Y� ��j� � Y� ref(j) (8)

Y� ��j� � �V
�

v�

p�

��

��

� (9)

Û� ��j� � U� ��j� � U��0�

U� �(j) � �
e
�


a
�


r
�

Tr�

� (11)

where Yref (j) is the reference-state vector provided by KA�. V
is the aircraft cruise speed obtained by summing up the three
speed components in the body frame (u, v, w). v is the speed
component along the Y-axis in body frame; p is the angular
velocity along the X-axis in body frame; � and � are the two
trajectory angles already described; and 
e, 
a, 
r and Tr are,
respectively, elevator, aileron, rudder deflection and throttle
command. Finally, Q and R are diagonal matrices of gains
weighting the state-variable effects over the cost function.

The command horizon Tc is the horizon of optimal
commands generated for each optimization loop, and it
commonly differs from Tp. The command prediction strategy
is then another element of the NMPC formulation. In this
case, this strategy is very simple and the command horizon is
coincident with the prediction horizon (Tc � Tp). Moreover,
the amount of command over the command horizon is the
same for each time step. Commands are bounded between
minimum and maximum, and their effects are evaluated in the
cost function through the difference between current and
predicted amount of command (equation (10)). With this
approach, command variations between two successive
optimization (or control) steps are limited and smoother
command histories are obtained. Solving online the
optimization problem commands in equation (11) is chosen to
minimize J.

To generate the output variables compared with the
desired one in Equation (8), a simple aircraft model is
implemented. The set of nonlinear differential equations
describing the aircraft dynamics are classic nonlinear
equations of motion from Flight Mechanics. This model is
completely different from the simple kinematic model used
in KA�. As a matter of fact, this is a complete 6-DOF
dynamic model of the UAV integrated at each time-step to
predict the aircraft state variables, subject to the optimum

Figure 3 Ground reference frame
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command sequence, over the prediction horizon. Defining
the state vector (X) as:

X̄ ��u
v
w
p
q
r
�

�



�

with vector (�, �, ) representing the aircraft attitude and �
being the propeller angular speed, the predicted state vector is:

Y
�

� �V
�

� 	u�2 � v�2 � w�2

v�

p�

�� � 90 � �

�� � �� � ��

(12)

�� �
w�

V
�

(13)

3.2. Genetic algorithm
The optimal control problem presented here is solved finding
the command sequence minimizing the cost function J. The
proposed FCS exploits a simple GA to cope with this problem.
Because the commands are constant over the command
horizon, the individuals running for selection are command
vectors with four genes represented by the aircraft commands
(equation (11)). The fitness function used to evaluate the
individuals and to select the best one is the cost function J,
and a classic GA structure subdivided in six steps is
implemented:
1 Population initialization: for each individual, four random

genes composing the chromosome, bounded between
their minimum and maximum values, are generated. Each
one of them is used to integrate the model equations
obtaining the state variables prediction, and in turn the
output variables. These variables, together with the
individual genes, are used to evaluate the fitness value
through J.

2 Selection: to perform this task, half of the total population
is randomly selected. Two individuals are randomly
chosen, and the one with the lower cost is selected for
reproduction. Then the other two solutions are taken and
the selection is repeated to obtain a number of individuals
equal to half of the total population. This technique is
called tournament selection, and it is preferable to select
individuals sorted with respect to their fitness value
because it introduces a random component into the
selection logic.

3 Crossover: simulated binary crossover (SBX) (Deb, 1995;
Deb et al., 2002) is chosen to exchange the genetic pool.
This mechanism uses a probability distribution around
two parents to create two children. Unlike other methods,
SBX uses a probability distribution similar to the

probability typical of crossover operators used in
binary-coded algorithms. The fundamental merit of SBX
is its self-adaptive power that guarantees to the offspring
to do not narrow near the previous optimal solution
(typical phenomenon due to weak diversity inside
population). Children closer to their parents are more
likely to be created with SBX, and the diversity inside the
offspring is proportional to the one inside the previous
generation.

4 Mutation: a polynomial mutation technique based on a
probability distribution similar to the SBX one is
implemented. The reasons to choose this mutation
operator are the same as for the crossover one.

5 Evaluation: new individuals obtained with mutation and
crossover are evaluated to set their fitness value.

6 Update: the update scheme is performed joining old and
offspring populations and sorting them with respect to the
fitness value. Then a set of individuals equal to the
population size is chosen and used in the next algorithm
cycle.

The offspring population size is half of the total population,
and its composition is made with a fixed percentage of
mutated individuals. As a matter of fact, when the selection
phase is complete, mutation is performed to obtain the
prescribed percentage of individuals over the total amount.
Then crossover is performed to complete the offspring
population. Convergence condition is satisfied when all the
population converges to the same value.

Although the GAs’ computational effort to converge to the
optimal solution may prevent their use in the typical NMPC
formulations, these methods allow approaching complex
problems including concurring optimization variables.

This is the case when trajectory tracking and collision
avoidance have to be accomplished together during flight.
Also, promising performances have been obtained with GA
implementations on FPGAs (Chen and Wu, 2011) that
encourage the approach described in this paper.

4. Results
The aircraft plant (the Aerosonde-UAV Simulink model) is
linked to the GNCS to perform the tests. A separation of
300 m is asked to KA�, as the obstacle is located 500 m far from
the aircraft initial position. The genetic algorithm uses 48
individuals that compose the population, and the convergence
tolerance is fixed to 10ˆ{-10}. NMPC has 0.3 [s] of
integration and command horizon. Simulation starts with the
aircraft in trim condition, and the commands are bounded
with � 0.5 [rad] for elevator, aileron and rudder (equal to �
29°) and [0-1] for throttle.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the navigation system is able to
avoid the obstacle (the marker point in Figure 4 and the
dashed line in Figure 5) performing a fast and effective
recovery maneuver. The dash-dot line represents the reference
path provided with the PP, while the dotted line represents the
collision avoidance path tracked with the FCS. Both the
pictures show that the path planned with KA� (continuous
line) overlaps the one tracked with NMPC. Then a good
performance is evidenced, showing synergy between GS and
FCS.
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Figures 6 and 7 are the time-histories for each body axis of
speeds and angular rates. Coordinated turns are imposed in
the cost function trying to keep small the lateral speed (Y-axis)
and, in turn, the sideslip angle. On the other hand, the
horizontal speed is quite constant during flight (X-axis), and
the vertical one is kept small too (Z-axis). The angular rate
along the X-axis is kept small introducing p in the
cost-function state-vector, to avoid aggressive maneuvers in
the lateral-directional plane. Figure 7 shows that the FCS is
able to respect this requirement during flight, and just some
peaks are evidenced due to flight-direction change shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 8 shows the aircraft attitude during flight. The
heading angle follows the trajectory provided with the GS
while the pitch angle � is due to the descent maneuver
evidenced in Figure 5. On the other hand during the first
seconds of flight (t � 6 s), the aircraft inverts two times the
bank angle to follow the heading changes. These fast roll
maneuvers cause the peak on the angular rate.

Finally, Figure 9 is the time history of the aircraft
commands. Scattering on aileron deflections suggests that

Figure 4 Collision avoidance maneuver (Lat-Long Plane)

Figure 5 Collision avoidance maneuver (altitude variation)

Figure 6 Speed components in body frame
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Figure 7 Angular rate components in body frame

Figure 8 Attitude angles

Figure 9 Commands
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more tuning is required on the cost-function gains to obtain
smoother time histories for this command, and an accurate
actuator model is needed to test the control strategy (filtering
effect). On the other hand, rudder deflections are required to
perform coordinated turns, and the elevator is kept constant to
maintain the continuous descent planned by the GS. Throttle
command evidences another issue that needs to be faced with
further investigations. Throttle variations affect the aircraft
dynamics very slowly compared to the other commands. Then
the flight control system imposes continuous oscillations to
compensate the delay that need to be removed obtaining
smoother time histories for this command.

5. Conclusions
The GNCS presented in this paper reflects merits of the
algorithms implemented in the GS and FCS. As a matter of
fact, these two units work efficiently together, providing fast
and effective control to avoid obstacles in flight and go back to
the desired path. KA� was developed from graph search
algorithms, maintaining their simplicity but improving their
search logics, and it represents an interesting solution for
online replanning. The results show that the GS uploads the
collision avoidance path continuously during flight, and it
obtains straightforward the reference variables for the FCS,
thanks to the model included in KA�. Here trajectory
generation is subject to strict time constraints; then KA� fast
convergence to the optimum path is fundamental. On the
other hand, NMPC implemented on the FCS accomplishes
completely to the tracking task, avoiding the obstacle in flight.
As a matter of fact good performance is evidenced with the
results, and effective control actions seem to provide smooth
and safe paths. It must be stressed though that further
improvements are required to complete the GNCS
architecture introducing accurate models of NS and S&A-S.
The GNCS should be tested on more challenging cases of
moving obstacles flying in proximity of the aircraft in different
directions (dynamic obstacles). A complete robustness
analysis should be performed, together with a full investigation
of computational costs on more challenging scenarios.
However, the present results are sufficient to motivate further
investigations and to confirm that KA� and model prediction
can work together to provide a powerful and robust interaction
particularly useful in this field of research.
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